FIELD NOTES

NEW LOCALITY FOR ORNESIS DAURA.- This last June I had the opportunity to do some collecting on San Francisco Peaks just north of Flagstaff, Ariz., and collected along with other things a species of Ornesis. I had taken a few specimens of this genus in 1946, but not enough to make a determination certain. So I was very glad to increase my series. During the Christmas holidays I had the opportunity to be in Los Angeles, and took my entire series over to Lloyd Martin for determination. After comparing them with the Museum's long series of O. daura Str., we were forced to conclude that they were identical, since we could find no essential differences. This gives us a locality approximately 100 miles to the west of their previously known range in the White Mts. of eastern Arizona. Also it is a much more accessible locality since it is only a few miles north of U.S. highway 66, and there is an old road that enables one to drive to within easy hiking distance of the locality. The specimens were taken at between 9,000 and 10,000 ft. elevation on the southern slope.

D.L. Bauer
Tuma, Arizona

ON PAPILIO "FLYWAYS".- Mr. Ehrlich's recent note (Lep. News, vol. 2: p. 92) on the use by P. glaucus L. of a regular route, one way in the morning and the other way toward evening, is very interesting. I, as well as others, have noted P. palamedes Drury doing this in the South, and roosting in tall palmettoes. Several months apart, Mr. Otto Buchholz and I observed the use by P. troilus tilomeus Smith of a very restricted route to roost in the interior of a hammock at Royal Palm State Park, Fla. Actual communal roosting in other butterflies (such as Heliconius charithonia L.) has been observed, but specific notes on the actual roosts are lacking for Papilio. Such data would be very valuable.

Alexander B. Klots
American Museum of Natural History

COLLECTING IN FLORIDA FOR TOURISTS.- A few notes from a recent (February) trip to Florida may interest some northern lepidopterists who might take a similar vacation trip in the future. The prior part of the trip took us to many points of "rubberneck" interest. Butterflies were common in all, but the warning signs and tourists prevented any collecting. I took a couple of species by hand but had no chance for more. Some of the striking ones seen were Heliconius charithonia L., Aenartia jatrophae L., Anartia atrotema L., and numerous Pieridas. However, the only opportunity to use a net occurred at the end of the Orange Blossom Trail, at Ravine Gardens, a few miles from St. Augustine. This privately-owned park has flowers in profusion and opportunities for collecting. In spite of rain, we found these species: Zerynthia ceneonion Stoll, Photina xanda L., Papilio ephaphoditis Cram., P. philenor L., Eurema edara Godt., a Hairbreak, Bucythea scoberia (?), and others. Undoubtedly the collector can find good unrestricted spots if he has plenty of time, but the masses of flowers in the gardens concentrate the insects best.

H.E. Woodcock
Chicago, Illinois

OBSERVATIONS FROM BUTTERFLY REARING.- The summer past was interesting to me entomologically because in my rearing I ran into some things I had not known before. For example, of the hundreds of Papilio glaucus L. I had reared from eggs, all went through 5 instars, but two eggs I picked up on tulip poplar (Liriodendron) went through 6 instars. Then I tried Calliphila borealis G fortune again -- my third season -- and found nothing different from the other times, but some differences from the description in Canadian Entomologist, the greatest difference being that all of the 3 went through their instars as regularly as any Papilion - like clockwork -- and they emerged in the same order as they pupated; each one spent the same time in each instar as all the others. THERE ARE ONLY 6 INSTARS in my 3 experiences -- from egg to pupation. In each of these 3 experiences the adults emerged in September. In nature they emerge in June. I have taken the larva May 31 in its last instar and had it pupate and emerge exactly on time -- June 30. I have never failed since 1937 to take the imago fresh on June 20.

Of the 25 species I raised there was another interesting observation; probably someone has written the story but I have never read it. With a larva of Limenitis euryyne Fabr. I had always thought the tip of the leaf was the mid-rib with the green on each side eaten away. But most of that stick protruding beyond the tip of the leaf is dung, carefully placed and secured by silk, one piece at a time in a line until long enough to support the larva. This is only in the last instar. I found many eggs on Japanese quince, but could never get a larva through the 3rd instar on the stuff, and never found a larva on it. Perhaps it is too tough. But the females kept laying eggs on it.

S.B. Smallay
Cincinnati, Ohio
TECHNIQUE NOTES

BAITING FOR MOTHS

There are many methods for making lures to capture moths. There are those who swear by the "sugar trickling method", others who won’t do without the "hole smearing" patent, etc. Of all these methods and concoctions of baits for the capture of moths, I have found the following one best:

1. Buy a pound of desicated sliced apples, or whole small dry pears. Take a string of two feet length and tie on this 4-5 pieces of the fruit. Make a loop at the end of the string. Make a dozen such strings.

2. Now, make the following juice: Heat a liter of beer. During heating put in, in spoonfuls, always stirring, a pound of honey, and then a pound of sugar. Let it brew for ten minutes. Do not put in anything else! There are people who recommend adding rum, alcohol, liqueur essences, and other gaudy things, but I have found that it has too strong a smell and is more repellent than otherwise for the moths.

3. Now you have to have two containers. One strong enough to contain the juice, which you must open every 2-3 hours for a few days, as the brew effervesces readily, and I have known cases when my friends had the container explode on them (do not use glass containers!) during the trip, as it was shaken up too much. Into the second can you put the dozen strings; and that is the container you bring along to the collecting place. First: you immerse the strings with the pears in this juice for half an hour to let them soak up enough juice but not to become spongy (they are likely to fall to pieces); second: you put the strings in the second can with some juice at the bottom, and start for the collecting place.

4. Choose the bordering trees of any forest, and hang the strings on the down-hanging branches, one string 10 paces from the next. Posts and bushes are also good for collecting in open, woodless spaces or deserts (even the dead stalks of Verbascum, etc.); in swamps you can loop them on a bundle of reed. Be careful: choose a path that can also be trodden in complete darkness; do not let strings hang down to touch the ground (ants), or too high up so that you cannot reach them comfortably with your killing bottles. Always use the edge of the forest facing West or South, else you won’t get any results. Hang out the strings half an hour before darkness. When collecting, use an electric torch with a green light (any green paper pasted on the glass will do) in your left hand. This light will not repel the moths as sometimes white or yellow light does (Catocala, etc.).

To make the strings and the juice does not involve more than an hour; it looks long only in script. Good hunting!

Dr. L.A. Gománský
Budapest, Hungary

AN INEXPENSIVE BREEDING CAGE

One of the reasons why more breeding and rearing of specimens is not carried on is that many collectors cannot afford the cash outlay necessary for the proper equipment in the line of breeding cages. Such being my case, I decided to experiment last year with glass substitutes. This experiment was hastened by the capture of a female Oenesis uhleri which laid approximately 65 eggs for me.

At any hardware store, or through Montgomery Ward or Sears, Roebuck & Co., it is possible to obtain a glass substitute that is merely two sheets of transparent Butarate plastic film or cellulose acetate fused on both sides of a reinforcing cord mesh. Thin and pliable, it is quite transparent, although not to the degree of glass, and easily shaped to almost any form. In my case, I planted the food plant in an ordinary flower pot, then formed a cylinder of this "Vi-O-Phane" by measuring the circumference of the flower pot and cutting a piece that length. It usually comes in 36" widths and you can cut it to stand whatever height you wish.

In the first crude attempt I stuck the edges of the material together first with Scotch tape, and later (to my sorrow) with adhesive tape. This cylinder was then fitted over the flower pot and held in place either with a string tied tightly around the pot, or by a heavy rubber band. All that remains is to drape a piece of cheese cloth over the top and there is the breeding cage.

This may sound rather crude, but it was the first attempt and other ideas on improvements have formed since then. This season, time permitting, I intend to increase the number of cages and to try to solve the problem of forming the cylinder, which is the major task, by cutting the glass substitute slightly short of the circumference of the pot so it will not quite meet. Then to form the cylinder I intend to saw a string at the length of the material, thereby making a cylinder which will be slightly smaller, but will readily stretch over the pot and be held in place by the elastic. The transparent sides permit easy observation, or the piece of cheese cloth or other material over the top is quickly removed to permit closer study, and the cylinder itself may be quickly removed and washing of plants, etc. that may be necessary. The food plant may be watered, if the bottom of the pot is filled with gravel before planting the food plant, by simply placing it in a pan of water. Most important to me is that in this way it is possible to make a good breeding cage for as little as 35¢ in comparison with the $6 to $10 it costs to buy one ready made.

Donald Eff
Boulder, Colo.

A METHOD FOR KILLING BUTTERFLIES

I kill all of my specimens by a gentle pressure on the thorax with my forceps. This technique allows the specimen at all if done properly. It obliterates the necessity for the use of cyanide, which I prefer not to use around my family who accompany me on my collecting trips. This method does not work on moths! It "scalps" them.

T.B. Klevins
Washington, D.C.
PREPARATIONS FOR THE 1949 SEASON SUMMARY

The annual Field Season Summary of North American Lepidoptera for 1948 was mailed out to 1948 members with the preceding issue of the Lep. News.* Much increased participation is needed for 1949. Each member who gets out in the field fairly often will find new pleasure in his collecting if he will keep regular records permitting comparisons from year to year. These findings can then be permanent­ly preserved for reference by being submitted each year for the published Summary.

A regular system for recording observations throughout the season will probably become essential for sound season summarizing. Bryant Mather, of Clinton, Mississippi, uses the following method:

"For 1948 I took a sheet of cross-section paper (Dietzgen No.375) which is divided into squares 80 x 100 on an 8 1/2 x 11" sheet. Holding it long­ways I listed in a vertical column at the left the names of about 70 species that I expected to see and be able to identify, then across the top I indicated periods of time in successive 5-day intervals. By filling in squares I now have a diagram-chart that records all of the species I observed during each successive 5-day period for the year. Should I eventually have such a chart for each of a good many years, I might be in a position to discuss variation in season of flight, etc."

In my own detailed observations for four years at Principia College at Elsah, Illinois, I kept a 3" x 5" file card for each species of local Heter­rhagelocera and recorded my data every 3 days during the entire flight period. For example, the card on Anthocaris media states: "IV-3-42 (d' fresh); IV-4-4 (d' & d); IV-14 (d' fresh); IV-17; IV-23 (d' & q); IV-27 (mum. eggs on Leptidium densiflorum); IV-30 (d' & q); V-3 (eggs hatched); V-5 (d' & q); V-12 (1st larva pupated)...." The abundance might be stated as "very nuJus", "nuJus", "few", "rare", "one", etc. The number of specimens ACTUALLY COLLECTED often has little significance in abundance records, since collectors tend to ignore common species but to catch every specimen of a rarer species.

As before, the most important observations are:

1. Flight periods for each species compared with other years.
2. Effects on Lepidoptera from unusual climatic events (floods, heat, hurricanes, etc.)
3. Significant effects from human or biological agencies (parasites, birds, fires, diseases).
4. Unusual population changes (rare species suddenly common, common species absent, etc.)
5. All records of migrations (see News, vol.3; p.17 for list of known migrant butterflies).
6. All new state records.

Individual reports for 1949 are DUE IN THE HANDS OF THE AREA COORDINATORS BY 1 DECEMBER 1949. A reminder will appear in a fall issue of the News. Please submit separate reports for collecting in different Areas.

* Available separately for 25¢ per copy; the 1947 and 1948 summaries may be obtained together post-paid for 50¢.

THEARCTIC BUTTERFLIES

Progress Report - The Distribution of Danaus

To date 33 collaborators have sent in locality data on their specimens of Danaus. The material reported is from 30 States and 5 provinces. No specimens have been reported for many areas where plexippus L. is known to fly. I suppose this is to be expected for a common species. We're always "going to collect some day!" To show how commonness is related to collecting, about 350 plexippus were reported, but the number of cresima HB. reported is nearer to 375! About 250 berenice Cram. were listed.

This first call for cooperation from the membership has indicated several things: first, a good many members are ready to contribute what they have learned about the Nearctic Butterflies to make this project a success; second, the system set up works fairly well, and it will be improved; third, very few sight records are made; fourth, it might be well to have various members volunteer to dig up the distributional data for particular States - volunteers will be welcomed; fifth, very few negative reports (absence of a species in an area) were received, but these are as important as positive catches.

There follows a tabulation of reports received, arranged by States. The first line of figures for each State always represents plexippus; if more lines are present, the second is for cresima and the third for berenice. (For Florida there are 5 localities for plexippus, 20 for berenice, and 1 for cresima.) With each species the first figure shows the number of localities from which the species has been reported. The fraction in parentheses denotes the number of counties represented by these localities, over the number of counties or parishes in the State or province.

F. Martin Brown
Coordinating Editor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>PLEXIPPUS</th>
<th>CRESIMA</th>
<th>BERENICE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B.C.</td>
<td>1 (1/9)</td>
<td>2 (2/501)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man.</td>
<td>4 (1/12)</td>
<td>4 (4/677)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N.S.</td>
<td>5 (3/17)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ala.</td>
<td>1 (1/67)</td>
<td>1 (1/24)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ariz.</td>
<td>7 (4/14)</td>
<td>1 (1/14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ark.</td>
<td>4 (3/75)</td>
<td>1 (1/14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calif.</td>
<td>13 (7/58)</td>
<td>1 (1/14)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colo.</td>
<td>8 (8/63)</td>
<td>6 (6/88)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conn.</td>
<td>3 (3/63)</td>
<td>2 (2/36)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fla.</td>
<td>8 (2/67)</td>
<td>1 (1/68)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ill.</td>
<td>5 (4/254)</td>
<td>5 (4/254)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ind.</td>
<td>1 (1/159)</td>
<td>1 (1/159)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ky.</td>
<td>2 (2/120)</td>
<td>2 (2/120)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Me.</td>
<td>1 (1/16)</td>
<td>1 (1/16)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

U.S.A. (80/3069)
Mass (one way) migratory flights and peak periods of abundance of certain species of butterflies have been reported in the literature from time to time, but the factors influencing the unusual abundance of butterflies are not thoroughly understood, reports on the occurrence of such natural phenomena may help to solve or at least to throw more light on the subject. The following information is therefore presented with the hope that it may be of interest.

Influenced by the results of previous collecting trips made by Dr. John A. Comstock and Mr. Lloyd Martin of the Los Angeles Museum, the writer spent five days collecting in Arizona in the Madera Canyon, Santa Rita Mountains, in the neighborhood of Continental, and in the Santa Catalina Mountains a few miles northeast of Tucson, during August 29th to September 4th, 1908. The first stop on the State Highway route No. 86 going southeast was made near Picacho which is approximately 4 1/2 miles northeast of Tucson. It was here on "patches" of a species of flowering willow growing along the highway that I first observed the Snout Butterfly, Libytheana bachmanii, feeding on the blossoms in fair numbers. Having lived in the Midwest - southeastern Michigan - for over twenty years where this species of butterfly is quite a rarity, I was naturally thrilled at having the opportunity to take a nice series within a few minutes. A large number was not taken at this time because I presumed I would have an opportunity to take more later, little realising to what extent this wish was to be realised.

On the morning of August 29th, I left Tucson presumably on the road toward Continental, but after driving for about ten miles, I found I was going north instead of south. This mistake, however, turned out to be an advantage because before turning around on this highway to go back, I noticed a species of butterfly on the wing which was so abundant as to form two waves of insects on either side of the car. This reminded me of a similar experience while driving through swarms of Mayflies (Ephemera) in the Great Lakes area. Naturally being curious as to the species occurring in such unusual numbers, I parked the car and was able to make a determination merely by examining hundreds of specimens caught on the radiator grill.

The species was Libytheana bachmanii race larvata (Strecker) which, according to a recent letter from Professor W.T.M. Forbes of Cornell University, differs from the eastern race by lacking the glossy sheen on the under surface of the wings and by being less distinctly marked.

Further collecting during August 29th to September 4th emphasised the abnormal abundance of this species. Every flowering bush or plant attractive to butterflies contained such quantities of bachmanii that the blossoms were often partially or completely assailed. Because of this, choice specimens both in regard to freshness and aberrant forms could be collected by simply flicking them into a cyanide bottle by means of a finger or by holding the mouth of the bottle over or under them. Every-where these butterflies were abundant, from the low-lying desert areas all the way to the highest parts of the mountains (8,000 feet in the Santa Catalina Mts.); altitude apparently made little difference as to numbers.

The abundance of L. bachmanii seemed to center more or less within a radius of about twenty to thirty miles around the Tucson area which is about where they appeared to become much less numerous outside this particular area.

As Libytheana bachmanii is known to be a migratory species, I tried to observe whether those occurring in and around Tucson were flying in any particular direction. As far as I could observe, there was no direction to their flight. Neither was there any apparent evidence as the cause or nature of their abundance. The known food plant - hackberry (Celtis sp.) - was not plentiful, at least the only trees or bushes I noticed were in or on the sides of washes in the dry desert areas. The species of hackberry which was abundant was Celtis occidentalis L., var. brevipes Sarg. gave no evidence of the presence of larvae or their depredations on the foliage, which is rather unusual considering the vast quantities of adult insects. Unfortunately, the short time I spent in the Tucson area was not long enough to enable me to determine when bachmanii first appeared, how long they were on the wing, or from which direction (if any), they first appeared and disappeared. If, by chance, any lepidopterist living in the Tucson area or collecting in this or other parts of the country during the 1908 season reads this article, it would be extremely interesting if they would publish their experience, particularly if they noted the time when bachmanii was becoming numerous, how long it remained, or any data that might be helpful in solving the problem of butterfly abundance.

Only on one other occasion - in 1908 - have I seen bachmanii in large numbers. This happened while I was fording a small river crossing a dirt highway in a "horse and buggy" near the village of Bacon Ford in eastern Virginia. In this particular spot numerous hackberry trees, Celtis occidentalis L., were on both sides of the road. This was, of course, the typical race Libytheana b. bachmanii (Kirtland). They were present in very large numbers but only within a radius of a few hundred feet or so and represented such a meager quantity as compared to the numbers I saw in southeastern Arizona that any attempt to make a comparison would be ridiculous. Ordinarily, this species of butterfly is comparatively rare or local in its distribution in the eastern and midwest­ern States so that it is more or less of a prize to collectors in these sections of the country. In the West, the race larvata is apparently much more plentiful, but rarely, I believe, in such quantities as described above.
Nicholas J. Kusnezov (1873-1948)

To the long list of Russian scientists of the old school recently deceased, one more unfortunately must be added. On April 8th, 1948, in Russia, passed away Professor N. J. Kusnezov, 75, known to the world as an eminent lepidopterist. In his own country, he was known also as museum worker, professor, physiologist, faunist, bibliographer, author, editor of textbooks and scientific journals, and translator; also as a very active member of the Russian Entomological Society. He left about 102 scientific papers, including 10 books (translations and textbooks), 22 faunistic lists, 300 articles in three different encyclopedias and dictionaries, several hundred reviews, references, annotations, obituarics, and notes in the Journal Revue Russe d'Entomologie, and 11 unpublished manuscripts.

In a self-characterisation, Kusnezov labeled himself as a scientific worker in two main fields, namely: (a) Comparative physiology; (b) Morphology, anatomy, and geographical distribution of insects. He omitted entirely taxonomy of Lepidoptera, where he was very active. That which is very characteristic of him is that in spite of his passion for Lepidoptera and taxonomy, he often cited paradoxically an opinion against what was called by the Germans "Namengeborei", which means a passion to give new names.

In this biographical sketch of Prof. Kusnezov, we will limit the field primarily to his achievements in lepidopterology. Analysing his list of publications sent to us, we find that about half of his contributions are on the subject of taxonomy, geographical distribution, and morphology of Lepidoptera.

Born in a family of a railroad employee May 11, 1873, he accomplished Classical Gymnasium Studies in Pavlov (1896) with honors. After graduation from the Physico-Mathematical Faculty of St. Petersburg Imperial University (1895), he became a member of the faculty in the chair of Zoology, Comparative Anatomy, and Physiology. Being elected Junior Zoologist by the Academy of Science (1905) he obtained an opportunity to concentrate on the Lepidoptera in the world famous Zoological Museum. The Zoological Museum became his permanent life-long headquarters. From this time to 1917, Kusnezov was deep in scientific work without deviation.

He spent the long Russian winters in the capital among his books, manuscripts, colleagues, and students; the summers in expeditions and excursions in the Biological Stations; at Sebastopol, the Imperial Zoological Institute, and the Zoological Station in Berlin. The VIII International Congress of Zoology held in Boston, Massachusetts, in 1907, when he visited also New York, Philadelphia, Washington, and Toronto.

In 1908 he was in France and Austria; in 1911 in Germany and Austria. Through his contact with foreign scientists he became a member of scientific societies of London and Berlin and was elected a member of the Permanent Bureau of International Entomological Congresses. He spoke English, German, and French.

Between 1917 and 1925, a lapse of nine years, he published only one paper, as a result of the revolution, civil war, scarcity of paper, and the necessity to work just to make a living. In this dark period, he spent part of his time not far from the abandoned capital of the Tsars in a little farm belonging to his devoted wife's family, who did not choose to cut their ties with the land, and were the fortunate owners of a cow.

The situation improved somehow in 1920 when he was elected assistant professor at his university. In 1922, Kusnezov obtained a still better chance to make a living, entering as instructor in the Institute of Applied Zoology and Phytopathology. He lectured there on physiology and applied entomology until 1941. So since 1922, he became active in applied science; this culminated by his accepting a professorship in the Agricultural Institute in 1934. The number of pupils he left as a result is enormous.
His entry into a new field of applied science is reflected by the appearance of textbooks on subjects dealing with physiology and toxicology including his course of lectures in lithographed form (1923, 1928). His second textbook appeared under the title "Physiology and Toxicology of Insects" (in General Entomology, Moscow, P.II, secs.3-4, 1931, 1935). The physiological studies of Kusnezov were not limited to insects alone. His "Fundamentals of Insect Physiology" (publ. Acad. Sci. USSR) did not appear until 1941. Vol.1 (1940b) and Vol.2 (in print 1949) were completed, but Vol.3 was never finished even in manuscript form. In spite of that Kusnezov received more than one offer to have anything available translated into English.

In 1942, when Leningrad was encircled by the invading armies, not all the scientists were fortunate enough to be evacuated. As a result, many perished during the siege. Kusnezov was evacuated. No doubt his numerous pupils, then in uniform, did help him to escape the horrors of starvation. From July 1942 to August 1944, he lived "in evacuation" beyond the Urals in a resort, Borovo (Akмолinsk Region), returning to the half empty ex-astropolit to study the last four years of his life. He was also holding two positions, as Senior Zoologist in the Museum and Professor of his University.

As a lepidopterist Kusnezov touched both Microlepidoptera and Macrolepidoptera, and owing to the fact that there were not too many Micro specialists it was easy for him, he was a very welcome guest in any collections and requests for identifications. His studies in Microlepidoptera were stimulated by acquisition of the collection of M. Wocke in perfect shape by the Zoological Museum. He described at least seven new living species of Lepidoptera and established three new living genera.

His first new fossil species was Oligamastes martynovi sp.n. and gen.n. (1929). The specimen was collected in the Oligocene beds of the Semipalatinsk region. About the rest of his fossil insect discoveries and studies, see Lep. News, vol.2: p.104, Dec. 1948. His studies in classification of "Danaidae (= Pieridae), systematic position of the genus Battus Davisiana obt., and Papilionidae are well-known and took considerable time. He was interested in Sphingidae and Cossidae as well. To improve taxonomic technique he entered the field of venation of wings and published papers on this subject. For the same purpose he studied in detail the morphology of the genitalia of Hocidae resulting in seven papers on the subject, one of which was published in Woods Hole, Massachusetts.

In Macros, at the time the author of this article first met Kusnezov, he was deep in the studies of the genus Cechsola. He had at his disposal a world-wide collection almost complete but accepted with thanks Cechsola rupinae from Ural Region. He had not less than four papers dealing with this interesting genus.

Geographical distribution of insects, faunas, and regional lists of insects comprise the second largest field of Kusnezov's studies. He identified and described the results of his own expeditions and excursions and the materials collected by others especially for the Academy of Science. To this field belong not less than 22 papers. The more comprehensive are contributions to the fauna of Russia. The area covered by lists are: Pakov, Kerch, Crimea, Himalayas, north shore of Aral Sea region, Falkland, Antarctica, polar Europe, Russia in general. Some papers are sharp and critical analyses of certain foreign elements in local faunas of Lepidoptera. To those belong his "Some new Eastern and American elements in the fauna of Lepidoptera of Polar Europe" (see list 1925), "The Origin of the Lepidopterous fauna of Arctic Bursia" (see list 1929), and "On the absence of certain elements from the Lepidopterous fauna of the Crimeas" (see list 1930b).

From 1904 to 1910 and later from 1922 to 1933 Kusnezov was editor of all publications of the Russian Entomological Society. From 1901 to 1906 he was also. He was editor of Proceedings of Zoological Institute. A large encyclopedia had his articles from 1928 to 1041. In the Agricultural Encyclopedia 1935 to 1941 the editorial work was that of Kusnezov. He reviewed the works in applied entomology of Russia covering the period from 1917 to 1927. His translation of Becker's "Insects" was published in four parts in 1902 to 1910 and purchased by subscription. It was impatiently awaited by enthusiasts and was immediately out of print. Lompt's Atlas of Microlepidea was not only translated and edited by Kusnezov, but it was also enlarged and the title changed as a result (1912-1913). The 4th edition of Khodlovsky's Tenebrionidae was published in 1931. This book is the pride of Russian entomologists, many of them joining in the post mortem glorification of Khodlovsky. In his last letter to the author of this article, dated June 29, 1947, Kusnezov mentioned his illness that pinned him to his bed as chronic cholecystitis. He promised to send his Physiology of Insects when published. In his previous letter of February 16, 1947, he asked to be sent several views of New York. He wanted to compare "what mankind in the Western Hemisphere accomplished during half a century". "My personal impression of America", he wrote, "was very favorable, but I was also half a century younger. My life here is all the same in the same environment. I do not know if it is what one may call happiness?" The photograph given above Kusnezov sent earlier, inscribing it with the back on the date, 18 June 1947. To commemorate Kusnezov's death, a joint meeting of 4 scientific bodies took place on May 10, 1948. The big four were: Zoological Institute of the Academy of Science, All Union Entomological Society, Biological Faculty of the University, and Society of Naturalists. The speakers were Academician E.N. Pavlovsky, Prof. M.N. Rimsky-Korsakov, A.S. Danilevsky, and Dr. I.V. Kozhanchikoff. A special issue of a journal or a pamphlet devoted to the memory of the late Professor was offered and accepted.

On the following page is a short list of scientific publications of Professor Kusnezov. The complete list comprises 102 entries. Various translations and textbooks considered above are omitted. Most of Kusnezov's papers on any aspect of Lepidoptera are included.

D.N. Borodin
Long Island City, N.Y.
on the priority of Ctenuchidae kirby, 1837

In vol. 2: p.103, of The lepidopterists' News (1948), S.G. kirikoFF tries to justify the validity of amatidae over ctenuchidae, quoting several of the rules in support of his opinion. It is true the rules do not mention the chronological priority of family names, but for quite a long time, entomologists, not to mention zoologists in other fields, have adopted certain provisional rules based on common sense as a working basis for their research in Systematics. The general trend seems to be the retaining of the name first used, as long as its formation was correct, thus extending the concept used in genera and species.

In our case, we have the following historical outlay:

1) Snellen, 1867, proposed the family name syntomidae with symtomis as its type genus. Symtomis, however, became a synonym of amata, and on this account the name amatidae was proposed by jansen, 1917, as a substitute to syntomidae.

2) Before jansen, however, neumoejen & dyar, 1893, had proposed the name euchromiidae, having euchromia as the type genus. This name of course could not prevail in relation to syntomidae, but certainly had priority on amatidae.

3) But before all other authors, kirby, 1837, had published the name ctenuchidae having ctenucha as its type genus.

Thus, we have three genera in the same family, originating three family names, all of them constructed in accordance to rule 4 of the code.

Ctenucha — ctenuchidae kirby, 1837
Euchromia — euchromiidae neumoejen & dyar, 1893
Amata (= symtomis) — amatidae jansen, 1917
(= syntomidae snellen, 1867)

On a priority basis, no valid reason supports amatidae as the name for this family. In the case of ctenucha being split from the group, euchromiidae would be considered as the following available name, and only the remote possibility of euchromia also being split from the group would leave amatidae as the remaining available name, as desired by kirikoFF.

Supposing these genera had originated three distinct families, in their subsequent lumping no zoologist would for a moment think of using any but the oldest name.

I would recommend, on this subject, the very useful paper by R.F. d'Almeida — "Sobre a nomenclatura de alguns grupos superiores de ordem Lepidoptera. 2a. nota: Familias Lasiocampidae, Lymantridae, Mimallonidae e Uranidae e superfamília Arctioidae." Arquiv. Mus. Paraense, Cuiaba, Brasil, vol. 3: pp. 131-143, 1943 — where this question is very thoroughly examined, and based on a quite extensive bibliography. Most probably this work has been overlooked by kirikoFF.

Lauro P. travassos p
São Paulo, Brasil

54. Bentick, G.A., "Blindwander vangsten van Lepidoptera." (Captures of rare Lepidoptera.) (In Dutch.) Tidachr. v. Ent., vol.90: Verslag: pp.43-44. 1 Nov. 1948. 10 rare species captured in Holland in 1947, of which Lithocolletis padella and true Calopityis elongata (formerly C. betullicola has been erroneously recorded under latter name) are new for the fauna of Holland. (A.D.)


56. Berger, L.A. & M. Fontaine, "Une espèce méconnue du genre Colela F." (In French.) Lambillones, vol.47: pp.91-98. 1948; vol.48: pp.12-15, 21-24, 90-110, 1 pl. Dec. 1947, Feb., Apr., Dec. 1948. For many years two distinct spp. have gone under name of Colela hyale. This remarkable paper contrasts two similar to clearly the new species with hyale on basis of adult color and pattern of wings and body, adult odor, environment, host plants (always Hippocrepion comosum for n.sp., many legumes for C. hyale), ovum, larva, pupa. N.sp. known from N.W. France and S. E. Belgium. C. hyale does not occur as far south, but reaches eastern Siberia. Name selected for n.sp. is C. alfeolariosis Bibbe, 1905, presumably used for local form. The 1948 revision of the International Rules may make possible another name. Excellent photos of n.sp. and hyale. One of the most thorough, interesting papers on butterflies in many years.


67. Lempke, B.J., "Bestrijding van schimmel bij kweeken." (Control of mould in breeding experiments.) (In Dutch.) Entom. Berichten, vol.12: pp.291-292. 1 Nov. 1948. The author recommends a method published by R.L.S. Ford, Proc. Roy. Ent. Soc. Lond. (A) vol.22: pp.86-88, 1947, and also demonstrated to him by Dr. H.E.B. Ketwell, England; this method is especially useful in breeding experiments with genetics of Lepidoptera. Larvae on a branch of the food plant are covered with a bag of mosquito netting and placed in a jar with water on the bottom of a wooden vessel which has been sprayed with 3% common salt solution; this prevents development of mould and reduced mortality of larvae considerably. (A.D.) (See Lep. News 2: p.19, no.54.)


69. Meur Mohr, J.C. van der, "Some notes on the life history of the Iaze Boreas on a large mustard." vol.105: pp.74-78. March 1949. Pyrausta niquitella (Ptyalidae) is a serious pest of mustard at the E. coast of Sumatra. Development covers 14 months, occurrence is continuous throughout the year. List of wild plants is given. Parasites are of very minor importance. (A.D.)


76. Pravil, G., "Augiaades sylvanmus Esper sap. nicaen

77. Pravia, G., "Augiaades sylvanmus Esper sap. nicaen


81. Storace, L., "Quelques observations sur l'écosystème de la papilionidie

82. Toxopeus, L.J., "Notes on Lymantria dispar, with a partial revision of the genus Hesperia. (Results of the Third Archbold Expedition 1938-1939)." (In English.) Trans. Ent. Soc., vol.11, pp.429-451, 1948. Divided in 8 chapters as follows. 1. Notes on the family Lymantriidae. 2. An annotated list of the species of Lymantria dispar from Java: 16 spp. recorded of which 4 for the first time from this island; new species: L. cardosae 


85. Wellington, E.G., "Artificial Medium for Larval Rearing." Forest Insect Investigations Bl. Prog., vol.5, p.2. Jan.-Feb. 1949. Medium for rearing Choristoneura fumiferana and 3 other spp. with similar habits. Mix 1 part water suspension of agar and "Mycoban" (micro-organism inhibitor). Lepidoptera feeding externally on foliage will not take the medium. A most significant technical for large-scale rearing work, such as genetic
NOTICES BY MEMBERS

All members may use this column to advertise their offerings and needs in Lepidoptera. There is no cost for this service. Unless withdrawn sooner by the member, each notice will appear in TWO consecutive issues.

Wanted: information on the distribution of Utah LEPIDOPTERA in various collections. Please send notices of availability of material. John C. Downey, Biology Dept., Univ. of Utah, Salt Lake City 1, Utah.

AGENT WANTED in U.S.A. who can sell our whole 1949 catch, to be collected in fancifully rich Khasi and Saga Hills of northern India: including butterflies and many other orders of insects. Total will be about 1,000,000 specimens. Please contact us for terms. Himalayan Butterfly Co., Shillong, Khasi Hills, INDIA.

Have a quantity of Ulysses riikus from Madagascar, first-quality papered specimens, for exchange by 100 or 1000. Also have Morpho amathusia, amathusia, sage, etc. by one or a dozen, and thousands of other butterflies for exchange, for what have you? Butterfly World Supply House, 289 E. 98th St., Brooklyn 12, N.Y.

All sizes of black insect pins from Czechoslovakia for sale at $3.00 per 1000 or $25.00 for 10,000. Dr. H. Wilcke, Kesslen/Tyrol, No. 199, AUSTRIA.


Wanted immediately for generic revision, all species of genus Annachila Gt. excepting A. divinilla Gt., A. descia Gt., A. deppea Gt., and A. diva Gt. Material from Arizona, New Mexico, and Texas especially needed. Distributional, ecological, and biological data desired. Offer in exchange Bhopalocera and Heterocera of So. and Central Calif. C.I. Smith, Dept. of Entomology & Parasitology, Agriculture Hall, Room 112, University of California, Berkeley 4, Calif.

For sale: European races of PARASSITIDAE in papers or mounted with exact data and in good condition. P. apollo L. var. brittingeri R. a. R. & F. (= chiusus Frucht.), P. nemophylae L. var. hartmaani Staud. & ab. melanicola Me. & ab. unibrattus Frucht. (extremely melanistic forms). Supply limited, order early. Dr. W.J. Reinthal, Dept. of Zool. Sciences, University of Oklahoma, Norman, Okla.

Subscriptions to Entomologisches Nachrichtenblatt, a German language mimeographed monthly periodical devoted largely to Lepidoptera, are offered by its editor in exchange for butterfly and moth pupae or for Lepidoptera literature. Write: Adrian Lith, Inneres Sommerhaus, Burgdorf, SWITZERLAND.

The new Metal Standard redwood box, with screw-on hinges and mitered corners at shoulders. 9 x 13 x 2½ inches. $2.10 each, $20.00 dozen.

BBO Metal Associates announces its new CONSTRING BOX. White pine frame, birch veneer top and bottom, finest composition white paper lined. Hand-rubbed lacquer finish; hinges inside and hidden; 13 x 9 x 2½ inches. $3.50 each, quantity discounts.

BBO Metal Associates, Box 346, Beverly Hills, Calif.

Wanted: COPIES OF THE DATA from specimens of the following species and races of PAPILIO:

- P. hairdi hollani, P. b. bruci
- P. nitra, P. n. kabili
- P. machaon alias, P. m. hudsonianus, P. m. dodi

Will be glad to supply data from any species of Rhopalocera to be found in the collection of the American Museum of Natural History in return. Paul R. Ehrlich, 538 Academy St., Maplewood, N.J.

Wanted for cash or exchange: EUPHORBIAES of the world in series. Also Neartic WINTERS in series.

D.P. Frechin, 1504 N. Lafayette, Bremerton, Wash.

4,000 Geometridae, Arctiidae, Noctuidae, Bombycidae, Hepialidae of Austrian Alps pinned but unsupplied need to be sold to provide space for 1949 collecting. Especially Arctiota, Euproea, Erebiida, Dramatocera, Dasiacia, Anara, Acidalia, Ortholita, Promia, Histia, Glaphys, and many others. Each for 15¢, including the very good quality. 5% discount for orders over 1000 specimens. Specimens perfect and with full data.

Dr. H. Wilcke, Kesslen/Tyrol, No. 199, AUSTRIA.

Wanted to buy: THE MOTH BOOK, by W.J. Holland (1937), in good condition.

Mrs. Emily Henrikson, Orcas Island, East Sound, Wash.

LIVING MATERIAL

The News will welcome especially notices concerning the exchange or sale of Lepidoptera eggs, larvae, and pupae, hoping to revive the old interest in rearing and to emphasize the importance of studying the immature stages. Contributors are urged to include accurate locality data with all material sent.


Desire to purchase or exchange live Saturniid pupae of the world. Have limited number Bothechilia forbesi and/or orizaba pupae for sale or preferably in exchange. R.L. Halbert, 1201 W. 30th St., Los Angeles 7, Calif.

Contacts desired to obtain live pupae of Schingeidae and Saturniidae, and eggs of Catocalinae. Dr. V. Frorieh, Postschiffsach 431, Aachen, GERMANY (British Zone).

Eggs of Actias luna for sale in season by the 100 or 1000. M. Eugene Smith, Rt. #2, Newman, Georgia.

MAX MINOR PEST

Dr. Max Minor Pest, world famous surgeon, died suddenly at Ann Arbor, Mich., Mar.25, 1949. Between assignments in medicine he found time to do much creditable work in zoology, being especially widely known as an ornithologist. His collections of Lepidoptera in the University of Michigan Museum add much to our knowledge of the fauna of some of the little-known parts of the State.

Ralph Beebe

Ecorse, Michigan

Edward Cober has recently left Massachusetts to spend a year on entomological research in Brazil, centering his activities at Sao Paulo.
Q. "Are there any collection records of Megathymsurus urus since the types were collected almost 50 years ago?" (Ed. Note: Prof. Forbes referred this question to Mr. E.L. Bell.)

A. As far as I know there are no published records of further captures of Megathymsurus Poling since the original description in 1902, other than the one by Barnes & McDonough in 1912. Contributions, 1 (3), pp.36 and 43 in the collection of Mr. O.C. Poling. However, there are three specimens in the collection of the United States National Museum, Washington, D.C., all of them females, and Mr. W.D. Field of that Museum has kindly sent me the data accompanying them. The type specimen upon which Poling based his description of *urus* bears the locality label "So. Arizona Poling" without date of capture; another specimen bears the locality label "Redington Ariz.", also without date of capture; the third specimen bears the locality label "Santa Catalina Mts. Ariz. Pinal Co." and the date of capture label "Aug. 16-23". Barnes & McDonough state that as far as they know then, approximately ten years after the description of *urus,* there were only two specimens in existence, the type in the Barnes collection and another specimen in the collection of Mr. O.C. Poling and that no individuals had been observed since 1902. They also say that between 1901 and 1903 some 8 or 10 individuals were observed in the beginning of September and that the type specimen in the Barnes collection and the specimen in the Poling collection. Thus the third specimen mentioned above having been captured in August may have been taken subsequent to the publication of the Barnes & McDonough paper in 1912, at any rate apparently it was not known to them at the time.

Ernest L. Bell

---

Q. "For some time I have tried to find Lepidoptera larvae feeding on "Club Mossea" (Lycopodium) without any luck. Are any species known to feed on these plants?"

A. I know only *Sparanthus lycopodioides* Kft. which is not structurally separable from *S. suluresana* Clem., and may be merely a color form. Probably a few other caterpillars of the groups reported as feeding on "mosses and lichens" might be found occasionally.

W.T.M. Forbes

---

The biographical notes and list of publications of Professor Kusnecov presented by Mr. Borodin on pp. 29-31 were given an unusually large portion of this issue of the Lep. News because scientific publications of Russia, which may contain an account of Kusnecov, have a very small world distribution and in recent years have been almost entirely in the Russian language, probably not understood by most News readers. In the interests of international lepidopterology we consider a proper account of Kusnecov important. (See vol.2: p.110).
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